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Abstract We used both a conventional transmission electron microscope and an environ-
mental transmission electron microscope (ETEM) to determine morphology, composition,
and water uptake of 80 individual aerosol particles collected from the young smoke of
flaming and smoldering fires during SAFARI-2000, a comprehensive air quality campaign in
southern Africa. Six representative carbonaceous particle types are described, including soot,
tar balls, and heterogeneously internally mixed particles containing C with S-, K-, Mg- or Na-
rich inorganic phases. The hygroscopic behavior of these particles over the range 0–100%
relative humidity (RH) was studied in detail. Soot and tar balls did not take up water, whereas
the mixed organic–inorganic particles took up water between 55 and 100% RH, the exact
value depending on the composition of their water-soluble phases. The inorganic phase
appeared to determine the hygroscopic properties of all mixed organic–inorganic particles.
Thus, incorporation of inorganic plant material or reactions with inorganic atmospheric
components can dramatically alter the hygroscopic properties of carbonaceous particles in
smoke plumes. The fraction of these mixed organic–inorganic particles plausibly increases
with time, which will modulate the effects of smoke on radiative budgets.
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1 Introduction

Aerosol particles from biomass burning significantly alter regional and global radiative
forcing and atmospheric chemistry (Andreae et al. 1998). Most particles emitted during
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biomass burning events consist of organic carbon and soot (black carbon), some of which
are heterogeneously mixed with inorganic phases (Andreae et al. 1998; Pósfai et al. 2003;
Reid et al. 2005). The effects of these different types of carbonaceous aerosol particles,
especially on radiative, chemical, and cloud formation processes, are important for global
climate models (Jacobson 2001).

Recent studies document reduced cloud formation in smoky regions because of strong
radiative effects of smoke particles on surface heating, evaporation, and convection
(Andreae et al. 2004; Koren et al. 2004). However, the microphysical effects of smoke
particles on clouds and precipitation are not well understood and are largely inferred from
satellite observations and modeling (Andreae et al. 2004; Roberts et al. 2003). It has been
hypothesized that biomass-burning particles can be cloud-nucleating constituents (Novakov
and Corrigan 1996; Pósfai et al. 2004b; Reid et al. 2005). The ability of a smoke particle to
act as a cloud condensation nucleus (CCN) depends, in part, on its hygroscopic properties,
which in turn determine its phase (solid or liquid, see Martin 2000) in the atmosphere.
Therefore, a fundamental understanding of the relationship between particle chemistry and
atmospheric conditions such as relative humidity (RH) is critical in the evaluation of the
role of carbonaceous aerosol particles in cloud formation processes as well as their effects
on radiation and atmospheric chemistry.

Both laboratory and field studies have probed the hygroscopic characteristics of
carbonaceous particles. Combustion-generated soot particles are a major component of
anthropogenic emissions; therefore, the majority of the studies have focused on soot
particles (e.g., Chughtai et al. 1999). Laboratory studies on the hygroscopic properties of
soot with and without chemical modification find that pure soot is hydrophobic (Seisel et al.
2005), but that its nucleation ability is significantly enhanced by the presence of soluble
compounds, e.g., sulfur-bearing compounds or hygroscopic organic molecules (Lammel
and Novakov 1995; Lee et al. 2006; Rose et al. 2006). In contrast, non-volatile organic
coatings inhibit hygroscopic growth of combustion particles (Petzold et al. 2005).

Semi-volatile organics present in biomass smoke show increased hygroscopic growth
with increasing RH as well as with increasing oxidation (Cocker et al. 2001; Maria et al.
2004). The hygroscopic properties of partially soluble organic molecules also appear to be
enhanced by the presence of trace soluble compounds, especially inorganic substances
(Broekhuizen et al. 2004; Lohmann et al. 2004). Water-soluble organic molecules,
including volatile organic acids, are well documented to be active CCN (Corrigan and
Novakov 1999; Facchini et al. 1999; Yu 2000).

Few studies have looked at hygroscopic properties of ambient carbonaceous particles in
detail. Ebert et al. (2002) showed that ambient soot agglomerates can be activated, and
water films on these particles were observed at slight water vapor supersaturations (RH>
100%) using an environmental scanning electron microscope. Malm et al. (2005) studied
the hygroscopic properties of aerosol particles containing organic material using
nephelometry during an aerosol characterization study at Yosemite National Park. They
found that the ambient organic aerosol particles were weakly hygroscopic. Growth factors
for this ambient particulate organic material were determined using a humidified tandem
differential mobility analyzer (Carrico et al. 2005). Measurements of particles around
200 nm in size showed that water uptake began in the range 40–70%, and continued weakly
at RH>80%. Both monomodal and bimodal hygroscopic growth profiles were observed,
suggesting that some particles were internally mixed.

Additional work is necessary to fully understand the interactions of carbonaceous
aerosol particles with water vapor. In particular, an evaluation of the effects of
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heterogeneous mixing on the hygroscopic properties of natural organic and soot particles is
needed. Thus, using an environmental transmission electron microscope (ETEM), we
investigated the hygroscopic behavior of natural smoke particles, with emphasis on
internally mixed particles, over a range of RH values. Changes in size and phase of
different types of carbonaceous particles were documented from 0 to 100% RH, yielding
information on the behavior of these particles under conditions they encounter in the
atmosphere and their potential to act as CCN.

2 Methods

2.1 Sampling

We investigated natural aerosol particles from three TEM samples collected during the
SAFARI-2000 dry season field campaign. A total of nine fires, five prescribed and four
non-prescribed burns, were investigated by the Cloud and Aerosol Research Group
(CARG) of the University of Washington with their Convair-580 aircraft (Hobbs 2001). We
chose to look at samples that represent young smoke from smoldering and flaming fires.
Samples 15-SS and 15-SF, respectively, were from non-prescribed smoldering and flaming
grass fires in Kruger National Park (SA) on 17 August 2000. Sample 26-S was from a
flaming prescribed woodland burn of Miombo near Kaoma (Zambia) on 1 September 2000.
Sampling conditions are summarized in Table 1.

Smoke was sampled using a bag-house system onboard the Convair-580 aircraft. Plume air
containing biomass-burning aerosols was collected in a 2.6 m3 Velostat bag. The aerosol
particles were then impacted directly onto TEM grids using an MPS-3 microanalysis particle
sampler (California Instruments, Inc.) attached to the grab-bag system. Size fractionated
samples consisted of three TEM grids with particle sizes >2, 2–0.3, and <0.3 μm. Cu-mesh
grids with a lacey carbon (LC) substrate were used for sampling. We selected both
intermediate (2–0.3 μm) and fine (<0.3 μm) fractionated samples to study using the ETEM.

Further details regarding the grab-bag sampling procedure used to collect smoke
particles are given in Hobbs et al. (2003), and a more detailed description of the TEM
sampling procedure is given in Pósfai et al. (2003) and Li et al. (2003).

2.2 Conventional TEM analyses

Detailed chemical, morphological, and microstructural characterization of carbonaceous
particles for the SAFARI-2000 TEM samples was performed in vacuum (i.e., 0% RH) by
Pósfai et al. (2003) using a Philips CM20 TEM. Semi-quantitative energy-dispersive X-ray
spectrometry (EDS) measurements identified three chemically distinct types of C-rich
particles with variable K, S, Cl, and Si content. These particles included organic particles
with inorganic phases, tar balls, and soot. Detailed descriptions of these particle types are

Sample: 15-SS 15-SF 26-S

Altitude (m) 800 1,060 1,200
Temperature (°C) 17 14 23
Relative humidity (%) 45 35 20

Table 1 Sampling conditions for
our SAFARI-2000 samples
(Hobbs 2001, 2004)
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given in Pósfai et al. (2003). We used these particle types as a basis for particle selection in
our ETEM study at elevated RH.

Initial selections of individual particles for the ETEM study, and detailed morphological
and chemical analysis of 80 particles, was carried out using a Philips CM200 TEM. These
particles comprised a subset of the ca. 400 particles inventoried during our study. We chose
to study dominantly organic particles having inorganic inclusions, coatings, or attached
grains (Table 2). LC grids provided an ideal substrate for chemical analysis of particles
because C-rich particles could be measured independently of the carbon substrate. EDS
measurements were limited to 10-s exposure times to reduce particle damage under the
electron beam prior to ETEM experiments. Despite these precautions, it is likely that only
relatively refractory organic material was observed in TEM samples (Pósfai et al. 2004b,
2003). Comparison of our TEM results with those from the original analyses by Pósfai et al.
(2003) suggests that there were no noticeable chemical or physical effects of extended
storage on these particles.

2.3 ETEM analyses

To study the hygroscopic properties of the particles we used a 200-kV FEI Tecnai F20 TEM
outfitted with a differentially pumped environmental cell identical to that described in Wise
et al. (2005). The cell was kept at constant temperature through liquid nitrogen cooling and
resistive heating. At 18°C, 100% RH was attained with ∼15.5 torr of water vapor present in
the cell. The accuracy of RH measured using the ETEM was verified by measuring the
deliquescence relative humidity (DRH) of laboratory-generated NaCl particles prior to each
experiment. The DRH measured using the ETEM for NaCl was accurate to at least 2% for
the duration of our experiments.

ETEM experiments on the selected 80 biomass-burning particles were carried out using
the same procedure as was outlined in Wise et al. (2006), with more RH steps at >75% RH.
Initial images and particle positions were recorded at 0% RH before we introduced water
vapor into the column. At each selected RH step, we allowed the sample to equilibrate for
∼1 min before the electron beam was turned on and each particle was imaged. The process
of recording images of all particles at the selected RH took ∼5 min. RH was increased
incrementally during the water uptake experiments, with images recorded at ∼15, 40, 50,
55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 82, 85, and 90% RH. Images were also taken at 100% RH, and at ∼80,
70, 60, 50, 40, 30 and 0% RH for the efflorescence experiment. The combined
deliquescence and efflorescence experiment took ca. 3 h to complete. The images for each
particle were compared using analysis tools in Digital Micrograph software (Gatan, Inc.).

Table 2 Numbers of different types of carbonaceous particles analyzed in our intermediate- and fine-sample
fractions of SAFARI-2000 samples

Sample/grid fraction: 15-SS (int.) 15-SF(fine) 26-S (int.) 26-S fine)

Soot/aggregated soot 13 08 43 29
Tar balls 03 05 00 12
Organic (+S, K) 65 48 81 70
Organic (+KCl) 00 39 00 01
Organic (+other species) 03 00 02 01
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3 Results and discussion

3.1 General sample description

Pósfai et al. (2003) and Li et al. (2003) reported differences in type and concentration of
particles in smoke samples from SAFARI-2000, reflecting fire intensity and smoke age.
High concentrations of organic particles having incorporated inorganic phases (e.g., KCl)
were found in young smoke samples, whereas high concentrations of internally mixed
organic/sulfate or soot/sulfate particles were found in aged smoke. Both particle types are
heterogeneous mixtures. The intensity of the fire also influenced the different smoke
compositions. For example, flaming fires emitted more soot particles, and smoldering fires
more tar balls (Pósfai et al. 2004b).

The preliminary compositional analyses of the TEM samples in our study showed high
numbers of organic particles with incorporated inorganic grains (Table 2), consistent with
observations of young smoke in Pósfai et al. (2003). Mixed organic–inorganic particles
dominated all samples, comprising between 60 and 90% of the particles in each sample.
Soot fractions were highest in intermediate-stage fractions from flaming fires, with
percentage composition ranging from 10 to 30% in our samples. Tar balls were most
common in fine-stage sample fractions, comprising typically between 5 and 10% of fine-
mode particles.

For the purpose of our study, organic particles were subdivided into three types on the
basis of composition and morphology: (1) organic particles with K and S compounds, (2)

Fig. 1 Bright-field TEM images (Philips CM200 TEM) on lacey carbon substrates of six particle types
collected in smoke plumes during the SAFARI-2000 field campaign: (1) soot particle, (2) tar ball, (3) organic
particles with K and S compounds, (4) organic particle with attached KCl grain, (5) Mg-rich organic particle,
and (6) Na-rich organic particle. The letters in the figure indicate the areas at which EDS measurements were
obtained
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organic particles with KCl grains, and (3) organic particles with Na-, Mg- or Ca-rich
components. Organic particles with K and S compounds were most common, dominating
the sample from the smoldering fire. Organic particles with KCl grains occurred only in
samples from flaming fires. Na-rich organic particles were found in samples from flaming
and smoldering fires. Organic particles mixed with other inorganic components were rare
and only present in samples from flaming fires. The numbers of each carbonaceous particle
type analyzed in each sample are given in Table 2.

Six carbonaceous particle types were selected for ETEM study: (1) soot, (2) tar balls, (3)
organic particles with K and S compounds, (4) organic particles with KCl attached grains or
inclusions, (5) Na-rich organic particles, and (6) Mg-rich organic particles. From our
multiple data sets for each type, a single representative of each particle type is presented in
this paper. The particle containing KCl was from sample 15-SF, and the remaining particles
illustrated were from sample 26-S. Bright-field TEM images and X-ray spectra from EDS

Fig. 2 EDS spectra for particles shown in Fig. 1 (locations a to g). Spectra were collected using ES Vision
software on the Philips CM200 TEM at magnifications around 40,000 times with beam size 5 (6 nm) for
intervals of 10–20 s
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measurements, obtained using the Philips CM200 TEM, are shown for these representative
particles in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively.

Soot particles typically had strong C peaks, and some had smaller O or S peaks
associated with surface coatings. They had complex chain-like structures consisting of
linked spherules (van Poppel et al. 2005). In contrast, tar balls had characteristic C and O
peaks with no other elements present, were spherical, and were considerably larger than
individual soot spherules (Pósfai et al. 2004a, 2003). Organic particles contained C and O,
with variable amounts of K, Na, Mg, Ca, P, Cl and S. Organic particles were globular and
tended to ‘wet’ the lacy carbon support. Inorganic grains attached to or included within
these particles commonly had square shapes (e.g., KCl).

Organic particles with K and S compounds had a range of compositions; some particles
had S and/or K peaks equal to the O peak in their spectra, while others had S and/or K in
trace amounts only. In some instances we identified K2SO4 as an included phase. In other
particles the K- and S-bearing species were too small to be imaged or, more likely, they
were small enough to be obscured by the organic material in which they were embedded.
KNO3 may occur in some particles (Li et al. 2003); however N is hard to detect using EDS,
especially if the N-bearing species is in low concentrations or small grains. Some of the S
may be part of the organic material or residue from sulfates volatized under the electron
beam. Organic particles with KCl grains contained C, O, K, and Cl. Mixtures of inorganic
phases were classified according to the strongest cation peak. Na-rich organic particles
typically also had Mg, Ca, K, and S peaks. Mg-rich organic particles also contained K, S,
trace Cl, and P. Ca-rich organic particles also contained Mg, K, Cl, and P.

Although point measurements on inorganic phases within organic particles identified
KCl and K2SO4 as distinct phases, the stoichiometry of other inorganic phases was not
readily determinable.

3.2 Hygroscopic properties of the particle types

Water uptake by atmospheric organic particles containing thousands of different organic
molecules typically occurs over a wide range of RH values (Marcolli et al. 2004). We
observed water uptake by C-rich particles within the range of 55–100% RH in the SAFARI-
2000 samples. The hygroscopic properties of each of the six particle types are described and
illustrated in Figs. 3 through 8. Table 3 summarizes the number of ETEM experiments carried
out for each particle type.

For soot from our SAFARI-2000 samples (labeled A, Fig. 3), small changes in particle
morphology, measured using Digital Micrograph, occurred from 0 to 100% RH. These
morphological changes persisted as the RH was dropped to 0% in the ETEM and appeared
to be non-reversible. We believe these soot particles were hydrophobic up to 100% RH.
Furthermore, other types of particles in the field of view did not appear to take up water.
Although we do not have composition data for these particles, we speculate that both
inorganic compounds and organic molecules were present. We observed this type of
behavior during repeated TEM sessions.

Soot/aggregated soot 11
Tar balls 5
Organic (+S, K) 41
Organic (+KCl) 16
Organic (+other species) 7

Table 3 Number of ETEM
experiments performed on each
type of carbonaceous particle
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Tar balls (labeled B, Fig. 4) also exhibited small changes in particle morphology at
>60% RH. A slight increase in size, measured on images with Digital Micrograph, appears
to be non-reversible. Hand et al. (2005 noted uptake of water at >83% RH in aged tar balls
from samples from the Yosemite Aerosol Characterization Study.

Particles C and D (Fig. 5) contained organic material with different amounts of K and S
(particle D contains more of both elements). The morphology of particle C did not change
appreciably as RH was increased from 0 to 100% and subsequently decreased from 100 to
0% in the ETEM. Particle D contained a greater fraction of S and K, which affected its
hygroscopic properties. At RH values below 60%, no changes in morphology occurred, but
above 60% there was water uptake, and a deliquescence sphere grew, presumably to
maintain equilibrium with the water vapor surrounding it. It appears as if particles with only
trace K do not typically take up water whereas if both K and S are present the particles pick
up water at approximately 60% RH. This behavioral difference suggests that K is present
within the carbonaceous material in particle C, but within K-salts in particle D (Pósfai et al.
2003).

As RH was increased from 0% RH for an organic particle having a KCl grain attached
(Fig. 6), no changes in particle morphology were evident until 85% RH, when a small
amount of water uptake occurred on the right side of the KCl grain. As RH was increased to
90%, further water uptake occurred, and the organic particle was nearly engulfed by the
deliquescence sphere. The organic particle and the KCl grain did not appear to deliquesce,

Fig. 4 Images of a tar ball (labeled B) as RH was increased from 0 to 100% RH. The final image shows the
tar ball after RH was decreased from 100 to 0%. Images of the tar ball taken between 0 and 100% RH are not
included because negligible changes in morphology occurred

Fig. 3 Images of a soot particle (labeled A and circled for clarity) as RH was raised from 0 to 100% RH
(denoted by the up arrow). The final image (denoted by the down arrow) shows the soot particle after the RH
was decreased from 100 to 0% RH. Images of the soot particle taken between 0 and 100% RH are not
included because negligible changes in particle morphology occurred
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since their original shape remained generally well defined throughout the deliquescence
experiment. However, when the RH was returned to 0%, efflorescence of the KCl grain
occurred, with recrystallization occurring dominantly outside the original grain boundary.
The formation of the deliquescence sphere adjacent to the KCl grain and the ‘skeleton’ rim
of the original grain on efflorescence are phenomena that we observed repeatedly, e.g., the
second particle imaged but not labeled in Fig. 6. Therefore, we attribute this behavior to the
presence of a non-deliquesced coating around the KCl grain and not to external factors such
as electron beam damage. Similar hygroscopic behavior is described for other coated
particles in Semeniuk et al. (2006). All the KCl grains we investigated appeared to be in the
liquid state at >85% RH; however only 5 of 15 organic particles with KCl grains developed
a recognizable deliquescence sphere during the experiment. KCl inclusions wholly within
organic particles did not develop obvious deliquescence spheres, but had identical
efflorescence behavior to the attached KCl particle in Fig. 6. We suggest that the organic

Fig. 5 Images of two organic particles (labeled C and D), containing different amounts of K and S, as RH
was raised from 0 to 100% RH and then lowered from 100 to 0%. Images taken of the particles between 0
and 60% RH are not included because no changes in morphology occurred
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material may inhibit or perturb the growth of the deliquescence sphere of included KCl
grains, but it does not affect the change of state from solid to liquid and back to solid
experienced by the KCl particle during the ETEM experiment.

The morphology of a Mg-rich organic particle (Fig. 7) did not change until >90% RH, at
which point a well-defined deliquescence sphere formed. A Na-rich organic particle (Fig. 8)
had somewhat different behavior. Incipient changes occurred as low as 40% RH. The main
particle appeared to develop a deliquescence sphere at 60% RH, which grew significantly
over the range 60–100% RH.

The observation that both soot and tar balls in this study are hydrophobic agrees with
measurements of Malm et al. (2005) for ambient organic aerosol particles. However, when

Fig. 6 Images of an organic particle (labeled E) with an attached KCl grain (labeled F) as RH was increased
from 0 to 100% and then decreased to 0%. Images taken between 0 and 85% RH are not included because no
changes in morphology occurred

Fig. 7 Images of a Mg-rich organic particle (labeled G) as the RH was increased from 0 to 99% and then
decreased to 0%. Images taken between 0 and 99% RH are not included because no changes in morphology
occurred. Water uptake started and only occurred at 99% RH
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soot is aggregated with soluble inorganic phases (i.e., KCl, H2SO4, (NH4)2SO4), significant
water uptake can occur. For example, in Fig. 8, a soot particle (circled) aggregated with
soluble material began to take up water at 76% RH. More than 50% of our soot particles
were aggregated or coated with such inorganic phases.

Organic coatings can also alter the hygroscopic properties of soot particles. However, it
is well known that the electron beam damages organic aerosol particles (Katrib et al. 2005).
Thus, we are unlikely to observe accurate hygroscopic behavior on organic-coated soot
using this technique. We suspect that organic coatings may further complicate the
deliquescence behavior of soot, but that the inorganic species, when present, will dominate
the hygroscopic properties of these internally mixed particles because of their higher
hygroscopic growth factors.

Water uptake by organic particles was significantly harder to recognize than for the
inorganic particles studied using the same ETEM technique (Wise et al. 2006). This

Fig. 8 Images of a Na-rich organic particle (labeled H) as RH was increased from 0 to 100% and then
decreased to 0%. The circled region highlights changes to a soot particle having a water-soluble component.
Images taken between 0 and 40% RH are not included because no changes in morphology occurred
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phenomenon was partly due to the less well-defined grain boundaries and rounded
morphologies of organic particles, e.g., these particles tend to cling to the LC substrate,
forming “liquid-like” structures. Furthermore, not all organic molecules are expected to
abruptly take up water. In our study, deliquescence spheres were only observed for
particles containing inorganic phases. In general, the shape and location of the
deliquescence sphere was determined by the location of the inorganic phase within the
organic particle. For example, in Fig. 8, the deliquescence sphere formed and grew from a
peripheral Na-rich grain.

The ambient particles from biomass smoke had a relatively high DRH compared with the
other ambient particles investigated in Wise et al. (2006) and typically took up water in the
range 80–100% RH. This difference reflects the nature of the inorganic components, e.g.,
the DRH of KCl is 84% (Cohen et al. 1987a, b) and of K2SO4 is 97% (Gmelin 1992).
Organic coatings to included inorganic phases appeared to inhibit formation of
deliquescence spheres. In cases where the inorganic phase was peripheral to the organic
particle, formation of a deliquescence sphere did occur (e.g., KCl particle in Fig. 6).

Hygroscopic growth of organic particles containing inorganic phases appears to be
controlled by the growth factor of the inorganic phase. Only chloride salts appeared to have
significant hygroscopic growth in the particles studied in this work.

Given the detrimental effects of the electron beam on soluble organic material, we
recorded changes only for organic particles with soluble inorganic components. However,
such mixed organic–inorganic particles comprise up to 90% of the young smoke aerosol in
our particular SAFARI-2000 samples. Hence, we were able to assess water uptake in a
number of important refractory organic particle types.

4 Implications

Although soot and tar ball particles are significant components of biomass burning smoke,
they appear to be hydrophobic. However, heterogeneous particles consisting of internal
mixtures of organic and inorganic species are an important hygroscopic component of
smoke. From our results, it appears that coatings and attached or included inorganic grains in
refractory organic particles greatly enhance the hygroscopic properties of carbonaceous
particles. Since our particles are mainly from young smoke generated in flaming fires, most
inorganic grains are arguably primary particles from plant ash. Some particle types
containing more than one phase also likely formed through in-situ atmospheric reactions,
e.g., S-coated soot particles.

In-situ field measurements of humidification and light scattering effects in smoke plumes
were documented during SAFARI-2000, but not necessarily in the same plumes or at the
same times from which we obtained samples. These measurements showed that fresh
smoke increased the light-scattering effect of ambient air by a factor of 1.4 as RH increased
from 30 to 80%. In other biomass smoke studies, fresh smoke showed increased light-
scattering in the range 1.15–1.3 for the same RH increase (Kotchenruther and Hobbs 1998).
These measurements are consistent with our findings that internally mixed particles in fresh
smoke are hygroscopic.

We observed active hygroscopic growth of smoke particles from 55 to 100% RH, with
the value depending on the composition of the soluble phase. In our study, the soluble
phase was inorganic and determined the hygroscopic properties of all the particles. Similar
conclusions were drawn from experimental studies of CCN activation of soluble organic
molecules with and without inorganic components (Bilde and Svenningsson 2004).
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Experimental studies on the CCN activation of pure soot particles versus soot particles
having a soluble inorganic or organic component also showed that inorganic phases
significantly enhance the hygroscopic properties of carbonaceous particles (Broekhuizen et
al. 2004; Dusek et al. 2006; Lammel and Novakov 1995; Rose et al. 2006). Hence, fresh
soot and tar ball particles in young biomass smoke are not likely to be major contributors to
CCN populations. However, aging, oxidation, and interaction with other soluble
atmospheric components to form coatings will enhance the solubility of these hydrophobic
particles with time (Formenti et al. 2002; Reid et al. 2005).

The effects of hygroscopic properties of fresh biomass smoke particles on atmospheric
chemistry and cloud microphysics appear to be limited to the fraction of carbonaceous
particles that contain water-soluble inorganic or organic compounds. The ratio of these
fractions depends in part on fire intensity, with flaming fires producing more inorganic
particles and smoldering fires more soluble organics (Gao et al. 2003). In fact water-soluble
organics are likely oxidized in flaming fires (Gao et al. 2003).

Heterogeneous organic–inorganic particles were the dominant hygroscopic particle type
in our young smoke samples from SAFARI-2000. These internally mixed particles likely
formed through primary (combustion of vegetation) and secondary (atmospheric reactions
and cloud processing) processes, suggesting that the fraction of these hygroscopic particles
will increase with time. Thus, aging of smoke will lead to modulation of its effects on the
radiative budget.
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